WINCH OPERATED TRUCK JIB CRANE WTJ-2

**Any additions, deletions or omissions must be corrected on this drawing, as this drawing will be considered all inclusive.**

**All graphics provided are for reference only. If certain dimensions are critical please verify those dimensions with your salesperson.**

STANDARD FEATURES

MODEL NUMBER: WTJ-2
FIXED HOOK CAPACITY: 500 LBS. EXTENDED, 1,000 LBS. RETRACTED
MAX WINCH CAPACITY: 500 LBS
USABLE REACH: 54" EXTENDED, 30 1/4" RETRACTED
MAX HOOK HEIGHT: 102" EXTENDED, 86 1/2" RETRACTED
MIN HOOK HEIGHT: 0" EXTENDED, 10" RETRACTED
OVERALL CABLE LENGTH: 14 1/2 FEET
USABLE CABLE LENGTH: 9 FEET
YELLOW PAINT FINISH

SPECIAL FEATURES

NONE

PISTON STROKE: 16 3/8"
PISTON STROKE PER PUMP: 1/16"
CABLE RETRACTS / EXTENDS PER CRANK: 1-1/2"
NO. OF CRANKS TO RETRACT / EXTEND CABLE: 72

DIMENSION TOLERANCE +/- 1/2"**

**SPECIAL UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
*AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COSTS

**NOTE: HOOK CENTER HEIGHTS MAY VARY DEPENDING ON HOOK TYPE

---
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Production will start upon receipt of signed approval.
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Approvals:

Signed:
Printed Name:

Date:

1. The undersigned agree that the product as represented satisfies design & dimension requirements. I also acknowledge my duty to confirm product & installation compliance with all applicable federal, state and local regulations & standards.

All graphics provided are for reference only. If certain dimensions are critical please verify those dimensions with your salesperson.

Any modified units are non-returnable.
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Distributor's Name:

Sales:

Date: 2-2-16

Reference: WTJ-2